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OVER-EAR, CLOSED-BACK FOLDABLE STUDIO HEADPHONES 

AKG K371 Professional Studio Headphones strike the perfect balance between professional-grade quality and consumer-friendly fit, comfort and 
portability. Combining cutting-edge performance, AKG’s Reference Response Curve tuning, extended frequency response and supreme comfort 
in a closed-back, over-the-ear, folding design, the K371 headphones are perfectly suited for life in the studio or on the go. 

Content creators and musicians need headphones that deliver uncompromising fidelity and performance while standing up to their mobile 
lifestyles. Whether you’re an artist, producer or discriminating audiophile, you can trust K371 headphones to reproduce natural, balanced audio, 
precisely as intended—anytime, anywhere. 

Uncompromising Fidelity
When it comes to studio headphones, nothing matters more than accuracy. 
The K371 features best-in-class sensitivity, best-in-class frequency response 
of 5 Hz to 40 kHz, largest-in-class titanium-coated 50 mm drivers and pure 
oxygen-free copper voice coils for the utmost acoustic precision, delivering 
authoritative bass, articulate midrange and pristine highs with detail and clarity.

AKG Reference Response: A New Benchmark of Accuracy 
K371 headphones are meticulously engineered to match AKG’s Reference Re-
sponse Curve, the result of an extensive 5-year study by HARMAN that tested 
hundreds of subjects on how they perceive audio, and more importantly, what 
their preferences are for critical listening. This new benchmark of accuracy 
ensures that K371 headphones provide accurate, neutral sound. 

Robust and Roadworthy for Mobile Lifestyles
K371 headphones pack down tight for portability, thanks to a foldable design 
with swiveling earcups. The K371’s metal hinge and band add extra strength 
where it counts. A rigorous stress test was performed to ensure the K371 will 
perform reliably in demanding applications.

Supreme Comfort, Sleek Style
The K371 is gorgeously styled with plush, slow-retention foam earpads in an 
over-ear, closed-back design for superior isolation and long-wearing comfort, 
even over the longest sessions. The lightweight design features ergonomically 
contoured, foldable, adjustable calibrated headbands for a perfect, repeatable 
fit, every time. The meticulously machined slider and hinge provide extra du-
rability and precise fit.

KEY MESSAGES 6

Closed-Back, Over-Ear Design
Oval earpads and closed-back design offer superior isolation and improved 
bass response

Largest-In-Class Drivers
50 mm titanium-coated drivers, tuned to the AKG Reference Response 
Curve, provide superior performance with an extended frequency response 
of 5 Hz to 40 kHz—unheard of at this price

Foldable, Notched Hinge
Collapsible for maximum portability

Slow-Retention Foam Ear Pads
Superior comfort and fit for longer listening sessions with less bass leakage

Sleek Style
Pro performance with lifestyle fit and finish
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 8 PODCASTING, VLOGGING & GAME STREAMING
 8 STUDIO MONITORING/MIXING
 8 MUSIC & VIDEO PRODUCTION/VOICEOVER

APPLICATIONS 6

Headphone type: Closed-back
Driver size: 50 mm
Voice coil: Pure OFC voice coil
Frequency response: 5 Hz – 40 kHz
Sensitivity (SPL): 114 dB SPL/V @ 1 kHz
Impedance: 32 ohms
Weight: 255 grams (8.9 ounces)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 6

1x K371 headphones
2x Straight cables: 3.0 m (9.8’) and 1.2 m (2.5’)
1x Coiled cable: 3.0 m (9.8’) 
1x Adapter: 3.5 mm (1/8”) to 6.5 mm (1/4”)
1x Protective carrying pouch

IN THE BOX 6

Box dims (D x W x H):  4.33 x 8.86 x 9.25 in (110 x 225 x 235 mm)
Shipping weight:  1.69 lb (0.77 kg)
Case pack qty:  10 pcs   
Case pack dimensions (D x W x H): 18.62 x 22.95 x 10.83 in (473 x 583 x 275 mm)
Case pack weight: Gross: 19.58 lb (8.88 kg) 
 Net: 5.72 lb (2.60 kg)
AKG SKU:  K371
UPC code:  885038040712
EAN code:  9002761040715
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